**Comprehensive security for a more innovative future**

Digital Security & Compliance

**Transformation and protection are not mutually exclusive.** You can safeguard your assets and empower your people to act on new emerging opportunities—all while maintaining a secure and compliant environment.

**Digital Security & Compliance (DSC) from Microsoft Industry Solutions** transforms your security and risk posture to meet compliance requirements. Leveraging the power of Microsoft Defender and Microsoft Purview, DSC helps you understand and govern your data—onsite, in AWS, Google Cloud, Azure, Microsoft 365 or any combination of those—and safeguard your users’ identities, applications, data, and devices.

**Approach**

**People + Process + Technology = Success**

Digital Security & Compliance is a holistic approach to modernizing your cybersecurity to meet compliance requirements.

Leverage our experience to:

- **Develop a Cybersecurity Strategy** that aligns your goals, considers your risks, and safeguard your people while keeping them productive.
- **Unburden your IT** by leveraging our agile delivery approaches.
- **Optimize your operations** for full detect, respond, and recover lifecycles that lead to a more secure enterprise.
- **Consolidate tooling to simplify** your security and compliance management.

**Outcomes**

- **Aligned strategy**: An actionable plan to implement changes and transform your organization to benefit from the latest technology & operation practices.
- **Optimized posture**: continuously measure, develop, and deliver a more secure cloud environment that reduces and manages threats while securing identities & devices.
- **Peace of mind**: Managed protection and governance of your data in Microsoft clouds that meets your business & technical requirements.
- **Compliant clouds**: Improve adherence with governance, risk management, and compliance requirements across your clouds and platforms.
- **Modernized operations**: Unburden your IT operations to reduce costs and allow your teams to focus on value-added technical capabilities.
From business objectives...

We start by understanding the objectives & priorities driving your organization’s change, and how they align to your culture, behavior, operations, and technology strategies.

...to a comprehensive delivery

**People:** Upskill and leverage your IT Pros’ & Security Analysts’ rapid remediation abilities.

**Process:** Manage governance, update processes & organizational structure to support your cloud infrastructure.

**Technology:** Deploy interconnected & modern security technologies leveraging Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning.

**Organizational Culture:** Embrace continuous feedback and rapid adoption of new technologies and processes.

---

**Capabilities**

- **Security Advisory Service** Align, define, and drive your organization’s security transformation
- **Security Modernization & Transformation Services** Implement security & compliance capabilities in alignment with your overall corporate strategy in these areas: Identity, Device, and Threat Protection; Information Protection & Governance; Compliance & Risk Management for Microsoft 365 and across platforms.
- **Security Operating Model Services** Provide Security Operations and Change Management expertise to drive efficiencies and enable your team to support your digital transformation through optimizing operations and developing your team’s proficiency & agility.

---

**Additional information**

**Duration** 30 – 35 weeks.

---

**Not sure if you need Digital Security & Compliance?**

Has your organization embraced a **multi-cloud strategy**?

Have you **purchased multiple products** to solve your risk and compliance needs?

Do you know **what sensitive data you have**, and **where it’s located**?

Does your organization struggle to deal with **unused, unknown and untapped data**, also know as **“dark data”**?

**If you answered “yes” to any of these questions**, your organization can benefit from Digital Security & Compliance’s suite of services.

**Next Steps** Contact your Microsoft representative or visit [microsoft.com/industrysolutions](microsoft.com/industrysolutions) to learn how you can protect your organization with Digital Security and Compliance.